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THE MARXIST cannot achieve its aims unless it establishes a relationship with its
readers. We want your views and experiences, your comments and criticisms. We want
your suggestions for articles in future issues.
We want letters for publication and we shall devote as much space as possible to
them. If your letters express criticism we shall welcome them, as we believe that
argument is the responsibility of a Marxist journal. Even if you do not wish your
letter to be published we shall welcome hearing from you. Letters or criticism or
those making suggestions for improving our journal will be carefully studied and
acknowledged.
Perhaps you will wish to become a contributor to our pages. We shall be happy to
consider either outlines or articles.
We cannot deal with anonymous letters or contributions but if you indicate that
you do not wish your name to be published we shall respect this.
We want to build a partnership with our readers. We shall do our part. Will you
do yours?

Crime and the Community
In the struggle for Socialism it will
be necessary to overturn the class dictatorship of the bourgeoisie by force,
because the capitalist .class will never
relinquish state power voluntarily, It
is inevitable, therefore, that is a revolutionary insurrection is to succees,
'law and order' must breakdown.
This does not necessarily mean that
the community will be engulfed by a
wave of crime and savagery. It does
mean, however, that the power of the
police and armed forces, whose ultimate
function is to maintain capitalist
clas; rule, must be broken.
Consequently the ruling class and its
spokesmen in Westminster and the media
can portray the revolutionary Left as
advocating anarchy and chaos. As few
people would velcome disorder or lawlessness, this is powerful propaganda.
The problem is compounded as the
Marxist Left in Britain holds no constructive attitude on the issue of law
enforcement. Marxists recognise that
laws in Britain provide the framework,
for the capitalist state. They therefore recoil from taking any position
that may be seen as giving legitimacy
to laws or law enforcement. The only
crimes they feel safe to condemn are
those committed by landlords, employers
and police, and sexual cri~es against

women.
It is as if the problems of theft,
robbery, burglary, vandalism and other
anti-social behaviour did not exist.
This petty-bourgeois liberal approach
is exemplified by the Trotskyist groups,
In their unprincipled attempts to ingratiate themselves with the black population, the Trotskyists have adopted
an almost laudatory attitude to lawbreakers, particularly those among
black you.th.
Marxist-Leninists should look at the
question of crime and law enforcement
constructively. It is correct to expose and give prominence to the crimes
of the exploiters and the police. But
crime clearly does not end there.
More than half the recorded crimes in
England and Wales are committed by peo- ·
ple under 21. Few offences could be
described as 'anti-a~thority'. While it
is important to recognise the corrupting influence of capitalist society on
the young - society gets the criminals
it deserves - we cannot adopt the amoral stance of Trotskyism.
At present there is considerable public interest in law enforcement. The
riots in 1981 led to a public discussion of the methods of policing. Operation Countryman brought sharply into
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focus the problems of abuse of pGlice
powers. Against the background of a
record figure of three million crimes
reported in E~gland and Wales last year
the prese~t government is introducing a
number of legislative measures on the
powers of police and courts and the
rights of suspects. These matters are
under eve~ greater scrutiny since the
shooting of Stiphen Waldorf in Ke~sing
ton, and Sir Kenneth Newman 1 s aupposed
reorganiaation of the Metropolitan
Police.
Marxist-leninists should participate
in this discussion to promote democratic demands OR the issues of the police,
law enforcement, sentencing offenders,
and so on. It is an important part of
the propaga~da battle to weaken the
capitalist ideology.
The Police: Methods and Objective& of
Policing
The police are ultimately the repressive arm of the atate. Their behaviour
in this role is most clearly seen in
Northern Ireland where they are equipped like an ar~y of occupation.
Within certain communities i~ mainland Britain also they are seen as having only this role. In 1981 the police
faced more or less spontaneous outbursts of resentment in aeveral cities
that stopped short only at the use of
firearms by the local people. Since
then attacks on foot patrols in Moss
Sicie, Manchester aAd Toxteth, Liverpool
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have indicated that some of the local
youth would like to .create 'no-go
areas' for the police. But these would
be neither practicable nor desirable.
During the existence of 'no-go areas'
in Northern Ireland in the early seventies, the para~ilitaries crudely but
effectively controlled the crime rate.
On both sides of the political divide
they enjoyed a significant degree of
aupport within the local communities
and had the manpower and arms to command ouedience.
In Britain no organisation exists to
fulfil thia role~ Removal of an effective police service from run-down inner
city areas would leave communities at
prey to criminal elements. 1his is not
speculation. To some extent it happened in Brixton in April 1982. Now in
the Toxteth and Cantril Farm districts
of Liverpool, Unigate are having to
sell off milk rounds following a number of savage rcbberies of roundsmen.
One can think of countless other examples of anti-aocial behaviour which
might be prevented by an effective police presence.
By and large, however, Britain is
still policed by consent. The argument,
therefore, concerns not tha presence of
the police but the functiona they perform and the methods they use.
Our attitude to policing is determined by ths question: What are the police
doing? w~ say that the police resourc-

es ahould be directed to the peaceful
duties of protecting society.
In terts of •anpower and deploy•ent
of. reaources the police pay little attention to the safety of persona and
preperty in working class areas. In a
recent report, the GLC Police Committee
Suppert Unit revealed that fewer than
3,500 officers are likely to be available at any one time to patrol London 1i
streets although police officers in
London number 26,600 and with civilian
support staff total 39,000.
This extraordinary figure gives the
lie to clai•s that pGlitical and -trade
union de10nstrations take officers 'off
the be,t•. Sir Oavid MeNee, the lart
Metropolitan Police Co••iaaioner, 1ade
a veiled reference b this in his retire.. nt apeeeh last Septesber. He alleoed that when thousands marched
through central London on the TUC Day
~ of Action, other areas of the capftal
.were denHded of police officers.

•n Mans only one thing. The
ather parts of London ware leas well
policed. I think il ia a factor
thit tlle people of London should
bear in •ind when they are looking
at cri•e and other issues that 1•·
ptae on policing.•
Tht GLC 'figare also hel~s to explain
the 1tw eri•e detection rate. Although
the Metrepeliton Police has an annual
budget of about £720 lillion, the ·clearup rate for reported cri•e ia th~ low-

est in the country. Since 1977 it has
fallen fro• 21% to 17% of reported
crime. In 1981 only 9% of burglaries
committed in the Met. district and 12%
of robberies were aolved.
Even giving credit to McNee where
is due, political de10natrattons
of any size in london are rare. So
what does take the officer 'off the
beat•? One explanation was given by
Brian Hilliard, Editor of Police Review
and for•er inspector in the Met. Police.
Writing in the Sunday Timea, he said:
n~ne

APC can join the CID, beco1e a
traffic patrol officer, volunteer
for the SPG, tranafer to one of the
many squads set up to deal with
vice, pornegraphy, drugs, or ga•ing.
He can become a ·dog handler, a collator, a court officer, a clerk, a
co1puter progra111er or a royal bodyguard. The one role for which he
receives · no support or encouragelent is that of beat constable.•
1

Hilliard ~nt en to stress that even
by their ow~ tbjectives the specialist
groups which take. officers off the beat
fail consistently. Research into the
CID in the aeventi•s au9gested that the
'clear-up rate was about 3%. Sir
Robert Mark has said that 5% weuld be
an opti•iatic esti•ate.
· 1 Thia is the depressing outco11
of the 'fort a squad' system of PO·
licing which counters any unusual
surge in crime like lugging or car

'

theft, by taking men off
atreets and putting them
clothes in the hope that
catch rather than detect
those responsible. n

the
in plain
they will
or prevent

The specialist units are the phenomena of the 1970s and 1980; in London
the Special Patrol Group, 011 ' and the
new Immediate Response Units; in Manchester the Tactical Aid Group; on
Merseyside the Operations Support
Division; in Nottinghamshire· the
Special Operations Unit, and so on.
Quite apart from the question of efficacy, we should oppose the development of these specialist units on palitical grounds. Just like a professional army, the further the police are
~amoved from ordinary life and contact
with the community, the more susceptible they become to reactionary ideas.
Hence in civil conflicts they will
identify themselves more closely with
the ruling class and behave more brutally towards the people. Additionally
as Countryman demonstrated, elite units
are more prone to corruption.
The growth of such units further
strengthen the rationale for distribution of firearms. About 4,300 officers
in the Met. Police (and 11,000 nationally) are now trained to shoot. The use
of guns by both criminals and police is
by and large, restricted to London.
The increase in police use of firearms
was ostens~bly justified by the increase
in armed robberies in the 1970s. But
~

the armed crime rate during the seventies rose only half as fast as police
issued guns during the decade.
The shooting of Stephen Waldorf in
Kensington illustrated how proliferation of guns caused such confusion that
the police were evidently unaware where
the shots were coming from. (It is notable that, despite the presence of several uniformed gunmen and dozens of
other Gfficers, the passenger of the
ambushed vehicle was fortunately able
to escape.)
.
To aummarise the above, we would support demands for the following practical changes in police composition and
methods:
a) Restriction of motorised units and
the disbandment of special squads,
b) Recognition by pay differentials and
other benefits of the value of beat officers,
c) Curtailment of the use of guns and
related riot equipment by the police; a
ban on the use of plastic and rubber
bullets,
d) Training for police cadets and probationers outaide police ranks but within the communities which they are meant
to !serve'.
Three points about ·all this need to
be made to avoid misconceptions. The
first is that, as aociety gets the
cri•inals it deserves, so also does it
get the police force. Capitalist society in Britain since 1945 has led youth

to have high expectations of wealth and
possessions. It cannot now ~eet those
expectations but ita pop culture continues to promote eonsumeriam and individualism.
It is hardly surprising th.at youths

with no prospect of a Slilcure future or
a reastn to identify with society become involved in crime, ~u1h of it nasty. The police have to deal with this
cri•e. Society expects answers to the
. rising crime rate and it .h little won~
der that police become brutalised, particularly in their trlilatme11t of suspects.
The second point is that laws should
be e~forced without discrimination.
Periodically we hear calls for one or
more ethnic or cultural communities to
be exempted from a particular law. The
question that should_be asked is, "Is
this law right or wrong?" rather than
"Is this law offensive to one section
. of the community?" Appeals for exemPtion from particular laws on grounds of
race, national origin or religion are,
by and large, reactionary diversions
which incidentally serve to deepen racial divisions within society.
The final point is that the police
can only play a limited role in cri1111
prevention. Much, if not most, crime
occurs where a police patrolman would
·.have no acclilss to 1the scene of the
cri1e 1• The more advanced thinkers in
the police service recognise this.

Sir Kenneth New~an, the new MetroPOlitan Police Commissioner, gave an interview to the Ti~es on his appointment
last October:
"The direction and purpose at
Scotland Yard will be towards 1proactive policing•. In Sir Kenneth 1s
view, policing has become 1demandled1, which ~eans the police are on
a treadmill, constantly responding
to incidents."
Newman. criticised those who believe
in "the war against crime" which he conaider& a .aaningless phrase because, in
relation to mest Grime, there is not an
identifiable enemy.
"The proactive answer to burglary
may be to adopt a syste~ now used
in Detroit of "neighbourhood watchers", where neighbours in an area
have been banded together under local police officers to look after
each other's property. It is an
idea Sir Kenneth thinks could be
applied to the densely populated
inner London area."
(Newman has, of course, developed this
idea in his recent report.)
Self-policing of comaunities must · ·
come about. In the long term this is
the ideal solution because it involves
the people in the prevention of those
crimes that give the police the justification for acting arbitrarily and harahly. Naturally the danger exists that a
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'vigilante mentality' could develop but
this danger is secondary to the political advantages which would flow from
the experience.

appoints its own Chief Constable. It
provides over half of the force's budget; the other half is paid by the Home
Office.

Accountability and Political Control

The Police Authority is supposed to
advise the Chief Constable of policing
policy but he is not bound to accept
its advice.

Public scrutiny of what the police
are doing would be helped by local control of the police. This is a democratic demand which is b~th practicable
and unanswerable.
The public are now paying 15 pence in
every £1 of rates, as well as 4 pence
in every £1 of income tax to the Police.
In 1982-83 London ratepayers will contribute ~323 million to the total police budget. (As the GLC Police Committee Support Unit states, in terms
of cost effectiveness the 1Met. 1 is noticeably leas efficient than other Matropolitan forces and vastly more expensive.)
In exchange for this financial contribution the public get little control. At present the police forces in
England and Wales are controlled by 43
Chief Constables, including the City of
London and Metropolitan Police Commissioners. The Chief Constables with an
army of 120,000 men and women under
their command wield considerable power.
Each police force is 'controlled' by
a Police Authority (alao known as a Police Committee) consisting of two-thirds
elected local councillors and one-third
local magistrat9s. The Police Authority
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The demand for Chief Constables to be
made more acceptable for their policies
has steadily increased over the years.
Police Authorities have, on occasion,
clashed with their Chief Constables •.
The Authority on Merseyside, chaired by
lady Sim-ey, refused to authorise the
purchase of extra riot equipment wanted
by Kenneth Oxford, the Chief Constable.
In Nottingham the Authority refused to
authorise the purchase of plastic bullets.
In London there is no Police Authority. The Police are directly controlled
by the Home Secretary. (The GLC 'Police
Committee', though funded by the GLC,
is the creation of the present labour
administration and will no doubt disappear on a change at County Hall or if
the Conservative government manage to
abolish the GLC.)
At present there is, therefore, no
chance for local representatives in
London to challenge police methods or
aims. This absence of democratic control is more pertinent now since
Newman 1s appointment. Newman came to
London from his post of Chief Constable

of the RUC in Ulster. He considers his
experience useful because the social
problems of Northern Ireland make it a
kind of police laboratory for the rest
of the U.K.
Newman 1 s 1 perception 1 of the social
problems of Northern Ireland is marked
by his answer to the allegations of
brutality at Castlereagh, the RUC 1s
main interrogation centre, that many of
the injuries were self-inflicted for
propaganda purposes. He also favours
the use of the plastic bullet to quell
disturbances.
For all the apparent liberalism of
the Newman approach, his talk of consultative CQmmittees, •omnicompetent
constables•, and close co-operation
with local leaders is merely an attempt
to placate the growing ealls for police
accountability. He has made his own position crystal .clear. He is accountable to .the Home Secretary, who is accountable to Parliament which contains 92
London MPs accountable to the London
electorate. End of discussion.
The GLC have recently proposed a locally controlled police authority for
London comprising the GLC Police Committee and 3? borough Police Committees.
Wa support this demand and would press
for maximum discussion of police operational policy.
Should we take Police Committees seriously? Participation in Police Committees can enlighten people about the

role of the police. It can give them a
taste of control; and when the capitalist class shrugs off such democratic
shackles as it will eventually do, the
'wrench' from democratic norms will be
all the harder.
The bourgeoisie promote capitalism as
the most democratic framework for society~ The demand for eoaplete police accountability will help expose this fiction. One of the present difficulties
is that the ultra-Left have, to some
extent, devalued the dem~d. They see
it as a vehicle for rendering the police inneffective and are too witless
. to even attempt to -conceal ·their ait.
So most people, who do not share the
aim, regard calls for polica accountability with some apathy, if not suspicion.
The deaand for accountability extends
to police treatment of suspects, particularly those in custody. It is a fundamental principle of English law that
the accused is innocent until proven
guilty. To surmount this initial hurdle the police can, and do, abuse their
powers on the streets and in the police
station. It is very important that
these abuses are resisted.
The presumption of innocence is useless unless it recognises the dangers
of abuse and strengthens the rights of
the defendant in the criminal process.
There have been a number of attacks on
the presumption of innocence over the
past decade which have had the effect
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of strengthening the forces cf repression.
Ten years ago the Criminal Law Revision Committee proposed that the defendant's right of silence be removed.
This proposal was fortunately resisted
and defeated. Under the Criminal Justice Act this government has abolished
the right of the accused to make an unsworn statement from the dock, (admittedly a right of little persuasive value).
By the Police and Criminal Evidence
Bill the police are given greater licence to arrest and hold people for
questioning and can detain suspects for
up to 96 hours if, as is likely, a Magistrate's Court is prepared to authorise
detention. The Bill contains new and
wider stop, search and arrest powers:
rules on confession statements so that
evidence extracted during the new periods of extended detention may be more
readily admitted in Court; and the power to fingerprint children under 14.
All the above are changes which are
·detrimental to the interests of the
working class and people. They are not
irreversible and we should support calls
for their repeal.
A nu1ber of
mented now to
countable and
ple: we would
mands:
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measures could be implemake the police more acresponsible to the peosupport the following de-

a) a nationwide system uf police authorities comprising elected local representatives.
b) a fully independent Police Complaints
Board.
c) Public supervision of police educational standards.
d) tape recording of interrogations.
e) a system of public prosecutors for
England and Wales independent of the
police who now carry out this function.
The Powers of the Courts
It would not be possible here to undertake a thorough review of sentencing
policy. But the increase in cri1e rates
and prison overcrowding have focused attention on the problem of sentencing
offenders. Unfortunately there are no
easy solutions, as Whitelaw must now
realise in view of the dismal failure
of the 'short, sharp shock' treatment
for young offenders.
Present day penal policy has been
tailored to meet the continuing economies in public expenditure. The prison
and borstal populations now stand at record levels and the system is in danger
of collapsing under the weight of numbers.
Therefore • ironically - the Conservative government (traditionally the
party of 'law and Order') has been urging courts to impose shorter jail
terms and alternative sentences on ·nonviolent offenders. The courts can now
impose a 'partly suspended' sentence ·

and under the Criminal Justice Act the
threshold at which prisoners eligible
for parole will be lowered.
The Government regards the situation
as so acute that its preparations to resist the waterworkers' strike included
a request to the courts through the
Lord Chancellor's Department to i~pose
fewer prison sentences during the continuance of the strike!
There appears to be a wide realisation that custodial sentences are unwarranted and inappropriate for most
offenders. Recidivism in borstals, detention centres and prisons is notoriously high. Moreover, it is very doubtful ,whether more spending on the prison
service would have much effect on the
problem.
Since 1945 the prisoner population
has risen by 174%. During the same
period the number of prison officers
rose by 6D7%. During the past five
years more prison officers than prisoners have been recruited to the system.
The Prison Department has done better
for resources than any other government
department. The 6D7% growth in prison
staff since the war csmpares favourably
with a 119% increase in police manpower.
Given that high security prisons now
cost approximately £400 per prisoner
per week to run, and open prisons £140
par prisoner per week, it is hardly
surprising that the Govern~ent is
looking for alternatives to custodial

sentences.
One option announced in January is to
make jobs available for convicted defendants through the Manpower Services
Commission. Offenders would ba paid
£60 per week and the type of work of- '
fared is ostensibly designed not to
take jobs away from other unemployed.
How it will work in practice remains to
be seen.
It is fair to say, however, that we
would support any move that would result in penal.policy being primarily
·concerned with work and genuine community service rathe~ than sitting in a
cell.
This could be allied to a system
whereby offenders in crimes of violence
would be ordered to compensate their
victims. There is already a scheme of .
compensation from the state in the
Criminal Injuries Compensation Board.
By and large, however, the awards made
by the Board are very low and there is
no good reason why the violent offender
should not help to alleviate the suffering caused - at least in money terms.
* * *
* * *
In this article we have beeft concerned
with law and order under capitalism.
How would our approach differ when tho
proletariat siezes power? Will there
be proletarian laws, or will the law
and legal institutions under the dictatorship of the proletariat be merely a
hangover from capitalist society? We
~ill return to these questions in a
9
future article.
March 1983

The Control of New Technology
Book review
The increasing rate of advance in all
fialds of technolog~ is such as to raise
questions about the very ~eaning of
progress. Of eourse, the idea of challenging anything as baaie and particular to the hu•an species as progress is
tanta•ount to disowning one's ancestors.
At beat one stands the risk of being
labelled a latttr day Luddite.
So the questions are not raised too
loudly or too frequently.
However, in •anufaeturing industry
where the i1pact of new technology is
i••ediate, the subject is causing a
great deal of concern and so~e unrest.
We are often persuaded that the application of auto~ation, the silicon
chip and 1odern co1puter, to industry
is the dawn of a new era when the workers will be released fro• arduous and
repetitive jobs.
But the fact is that technical advance has invariably deskilled jobs
still further, rendering them 1ore repetitive, boring and intense than before. Nowhere is this more evident
then on the assembly line in any manufacturing plant you care to select.
The very rationale of any propoud ·
Mechanical or electronic aids to assembly ifttludes, as prime factors 1. That they should reduce the op~ra10

tor's contribution to the process,
whether by hand or brain. This reduces
the training time necessary and makes
replace•ent easier, lowers the standards
of ability required in the recruitment
of a workforce and, ace~rdingly, the
wage levels paid for that work.
2. That they should incorporate, wherever poasible, a controlled cycle time
for a given process, thus tying the operator to the machine and dictating the
pace of work.
Taking the use of Quphemis~s a stage
further, it must surely be apparent
that technological advance in the context ef a capitalist society is 1 releasing', and will continue to 'release'
large nu~bers of us ••••• permanently.
So the idea that we ;ight exert a degree of control over developMent~ that
so affect our lives and livelihood is a
very desirable aim. It is thia ail
that provides the basis for this publication.
E1ployers have always endeavoured to
keep their workforce in the dark about
their future plans until the last possible •oment. There is an old saying,
nForewarned is Forear~ed", and the active intervention of an organised body
of workers, intent upon defending their
conditions, is the last thing an employer wants in an already difficult world.

The point is made in the opening '
pages of this book, the first third of
which is devoted to the ways in which
employers seek to introduce new methods
and systems in both industry and commerce.
"In order to deal with the current offensive by corporations we
need as clear a picture as possible
·of the company 1s overall strategy.
By piecing together the apparently
disparate changes which management
tries to introduce, we can start to
see what their aims are and therefore can begin to draw up appropriate bargaining strategies and tactics.
We maintain that the trade unions
can deal effectively with new technology only if we understand the
role that technological change has
in a company's overall corporate
strategy."
Perhaps the most powerful weapon in
the employers' hands is, and has always
~ been, the threat of unemployment. Not
' surprisingly then, in the present circumstances, it is being used as a lever.
"Accept the changes and all that goes
with them or we will move the job elsewhere." Aparticularly powerful argument where the transnationals are concerned.
"Against the background of nearly
four million unemployed, many companies, such as Lucas Industries

and Metal Box, are telling their
various workforces that jobs and
plants will only remain if there is
an acceptance of investment in new
technology. They say that if new
technology is.invested in a particular plant then its future will be
more secure than one in which it is
not introduced - but that its introduction will depend a gr~at deal on
the co-operation and productivity
levels of the workforce. There are
instances where workers in a German
factory were told the same as their
counterparts in the same company
but in a factory in Britain."
The government speaks of an "air of
realism that is developing." This is
simply another name for the fear of the
sack. It has returned after an absence
of nearly.half a century and accordingly appears the more dreadful to those
suffering it for the first time.
Examples given in this section of the
book show how the employers choose
their ground carefully, sometimes bypassing the shop stewards and appealing
to the full-time officials, at other
times directing their assault against
the shop stewards.
"Also a great many companies have
been introducing naw technology · ·
equipment without any agreement and
have resisted trade union efforts·
to negotiate over the matter. This
has often overturned established
customs and practices where trade
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unions have had so~e influence and
control ovar equipment, plant and
working methods.ft
Perhaps the most atartling innovation,
given the natural insularity of British
Management, is the adoption of a Japanese practice, generally referred to
here as 'quality circles'. These are
groups of employees, including representatives from the shop floor, supervision and the lower management levels
which meet to disc~•• ways of increasing
efficiency and productivity, the eli~
ination of waste and reduction in costs.
The nearest approach in Britain to
this kind of set-up were the Joint Production Committees that were formed
during the war. But, even though it
was an emergency situation, they were
regarded with suspicion by the workers
and resentment by the employers who
strongly objected to the bplied suggestion that the workers could show
them anything. They were disbanded as
soon as decently possible.
Suggestion schemes, run by many firms
over a considerable period, are always
on a commercial basis and are accordingly limited in scope.
The circu•stance-s in which these
'quality circles' are being formed ~ake
them quite distinct. Increasingly, ·
workers, both manual and clerical, find
the•aeltea interfacing with cemputeriaed eq~ip~ent. In the case of craftsmen the machine is programmed to abserb
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and reproduce their skills, but in general the worker must adapt to the machine. The existing systems and method ·
of work must be adjusted to meet the
demands of the automated and computerised equipment.
When problems arise the quick commonsense solutions are out. Instead some
convoluted arrangement has to be devised in order that the computer can 'accept it 1•
The tendency is, therefore, for workera to become increasingly alienated .
from their daily occupation. The opportunity to become . involved in decision
making and the broader scheme of things
is an opportunity to be grasped with
both hands.
On the

e~ployer's

aide, the practice
below, limited though
it always was, has almost ceased. In .
the main, echelons of manage~ent are
recruited from college graduates who
are then given a week or two in the
different departments. This is te create the illusion of "working their way
up".
of

pro~tion fro~

So it is that the workshop floor, always a jungle, beco~es even more !~pen
etrable tg this type of manager. So it
is that quality circles are catching on.
An article in the Sunday Times reported:

"The technique is the use of
quality circles in which workers
meet to try and solve the problems

which crop up during production.
They were first introduced in Japan
in 1962 and Wadgewuod is one of 100
or so British companies which have
caught on to the idea in the last
two years •••••• Wedgewcod have 150
such circles involving 30% of the
workforce and, from the speed at
which other British firms are introducing them, it seems that quality
circles are the one Japanese import
of which we cannot get enough.
British Aerospace, I.C.L. and the
titanium oxide makers B.T.P. Tioxide
are among the roll call of firms
that have squared the circle. Marks
and Spencers, for whom quality has
always been a way of life, encourages all its suppliers to introduce
the circles •••••• "
Before we are bemused with the idea
that these circles deal solely with
quality, let us return to the book
where the following passage provides a
bit of balance. These are the objectives set out for the quality circles at
Lucas C.A.V.:
"To reduce stocks (including work
in progress) by 50%
To increase total machine utilisation by 75%
Tc reduce substantially the cost
of quality
To increase payroll productivity
by 50%."
As terms of reference, these are, to
say the least, as wide as a barn door.

But there are other factors not included in that list. For example, as the
following passage from the book illustrates, there is the ~uestion of trade
union strength at shop floor level,
where it really matters:
"These super-suggestion schemes
are described by one Rolls-Royce
director as a way of getting at
the '•old in the mind of the employee'. Quality circles may turn
out to be extremely important for
they appropriate information and
knowledge from employoes quite directly for management purposes.
People 1s ability to point t&.· ~ and
use - management idiocies and inefficiencies are in many ways a
source of trade union power and in~
dopendence from management plans.
Quality circles seek to undermine
this. Workers are invited ·to pass
on their knowledge and, in return,
are offered absolutely nothing."
Finally, on the subject of quality
circles, those of us who have worked
or are working in industry will not be
surprised at the following:
"It is often found that, in these
'After Japan' drives, there are
some very large changes in supervisory structures proposed. In
Lucas the company has proposed a
reduction of two-thirds in the
numbers of lower and middle supervisory staff required as new methods of work organisation are in-
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traduced. This has, of course,
frightened the wits out of many
supervisors and they have beco~e
ever more anxious to carry out management's plans on the shop floor."
The final pages of this section con•
tain a summary of the policies pursued
by successive Govern~ents, Labour included. Legislation enacted has, with
few exceptions, had the aim of weakening the trade unions and strengthening
the e~ployers.
Worthy of note is a reference to the
way in which a Labour government debilitated the trade union leadership by inviting them into the corridors of power:
"The labour Government's 'industrial strategy' extended an invitation to trade union leaders to
be more closely involved in government indicative planning and industrial administrative · agencies all the little 1 Neddies 1 , the Industrial Development Advisory
Board, ate. But the effect of this
involve~ent seems to have weakened
rather than strengthened trade unionis~.·

It is always difficult to determine
where error of judgement ends and calculated misdirection begins. There is
also room for disagreement as to the
condition of the trade union leaders
before they become involved. But one
thing is clear, the present government

n

believes that they no longer warrant
serious consideration and has accordin~~Y ignored them.
"Cast aside like an old Russian boot"
might well be the caption to a cartoon
we leave to the artistic i~agination of
the reader.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The second section, entitled "New
Technelegy and ita Implicationaw, is
concerned with developments in the different fields and the effects of their
application.
The numerically controlled lathe, the
robotic welding or spraying plant, computer aided design, etc., all are 1wonders1 of ~dern technology and all of
them, within the context of capitalist
econo~y, constitute a threat to our
economic well-being.
In addition to this, we have the growing ability to link the various areas
in ~anufacturing industry, commerce and
adMinistration into one central coMmand
post that will control, monitor and report on any selected part of the. operation.
"Each step in the use of computers in design, draughting and ~anu
facturing generates a store of information , (data base), which is
centralised in a central data base
and is usable in any other part of
the design and manufacturing pro-

cess. This means that, for example,
the design of a product, its manufacture, storage and distribution
are integrated, with possibilities
of control over all functions considerably extended.
"A recent Financial Times report
made it clear that the future trend
is for networks of computers and
computing facilities which are tied
into actual production and a whole
range of clerical and technical
tasks. The view of most large companies in this business is of an
open interconnection of all manner
of office equipment - business computers, word processors, telephones
rnd ancillary machines with C.A.D./
C.A.M. *, not only on a .single site
but across different factories in
different parts of the country or
in different countries."
It is difficult to convey in words
the full import of machines which can
absorb human knowledge and skills, acquired over years of study and practice
and which can then regurgitate rapid
and endless repetitions of those processes like a demented parrot.

Not only does it convey a measure of
the individual and personal tragedy, it
also provokes an awareness of the extent
to which power is transferred when the
employer has that knowledge and skill,
stored on tape or disc, to be used wherever and whenever he demands.
"Numerically controlled machine
tools have taken away highly developed skills and now workers face a
hostile force.
A highly skilled tool-room jigborer, watching his machine, now
numerically controlled, may observe
that it is imitating a· labour process which he, the toolmaker, had
developed over perhaps 30 or 40
years as a skilled craftsman.
Likewise the skilled turner, observing a numerically controlled
(N.C.) lathe, will note that it
takes its first cut at a depth
which he had determined through
tacit knowledge at earlier stages.
And, just as he had done, the machine leaves sufficient material for
a finishing cut to impart the surface finish quality required of
the component.

Appendix 1A1 is a reproduction of a
"New Technology Briefing Sheet" produced by the Joint Shop Stewards Committee
at Lucas Aerospace, Burnley. Contained
in that document is a quote from
"Computer", (dated 25.9.80) which succeeds in that endeavour.

The jig-borer and turner may also
note that their skill is no longer
required; they have become deskilled. They have conferred their
skill on the machine and the more
they have given the less there remains of themselves.
*Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacture
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they have given the less there re~ains of the1selves.
The knowledge passed fro• craftsaan to apprentice, refined and developed, haa nov indeed been turned
.iftto an object - the N.C. tape which belonga, not to the worker,
but to the etployer. And that
skill, which vas the vorker 1 s to
take ho1e each night, for1ing the
basis on which bargaining vith the
etployer toek place, has ftov been
objectivised by the •achine syste•
and cenfronts hia as an alien forea.
That objectivised labour has an
existence outaide the worker ia
vell de•onstrated if the etployer
decides to take the tape to another
country and have the vork done there.
This, of course, is preciaely vhat
the •ultinationals do.
In the paat co•paniea would only
have been able to do this by training foreign workers. In that case
it could at least be argued that
the prtceases would aid the technological devalop•ant of the country
involved.
With N.C. tapes both are losers.
The verkers in the eeuntry of ori·
gift are deakilled while those in
the foreigft coHntry have a deskilled and therefore debilitating
labour process iiPoaed upon thea.

1'

;f'ore the introduction of these
sophisticated 1 ~achines etployers
had to retain the skilled vork in
the i11ediate vicinity of the
trained workers or offer thea the
opportunity to follow the vork.
Rolla-Royce is a case in point. It
has one of the most highly skilled
vorkforces in the U.K. The accuMulation of generations of their skill,
ability and ingenuity has aade possible the production of aero-angines
such as the RB211. In the last fev
years these talents have been objectivised into control tapes for the
••chinas used to produce RB211 coaPOnents.
1

Eventa last ~anth in Rolls-Royce 1a
Sunderland plant have i1preased the
workers. They discovered that the
co1pany intends to take the tapes
and use thea on 1achines in Mia~i.
There, thousands of •ilea avay,
their ewn knowledge will under•ine
their job security and bargaining
pover in Sunderland.w
The 'Age of the Robotaw is a very
sci-fic concept. In it •onsfer iach~
ines teok over and ruled the hu1ans.
They were generally portrayed in 1011
kind ef horrific hu1anoid fort. In
fact they have arrived and they eo•e
the shape of old servants ••••• the
lathe, the jig-borer, the television
screen. The horrific hu•anoid for••
are ift the background pulling the
stringa.

Lest we dis~iss the psychological aspect too lightly, consider this:
"····· other coiPanias try different tactics, depending on the section and the strength of the union
erg&Riaation. They introduce VDUs
first siiPlY as space invaders,
chess or golf games. large nu1bers
ef psychologists are e~ployed to
devise these tactics along with ensuring that coaputers have friendly
har1leas sounding na1es like Pet
and Apple.R
No detail, however s•all, is overlooked.
*

*

*

*

•

*

*

So the size of the proble• ia fairly
presented. But the title refers specifically to control • . That is the yardstick by which its contribution •ust be
judged.
All these changes and threats
have to be faced up to and dealt
with new. If the only alternative
to the e~ployers' and Tories' offensive is the develop1ent of a set
of policies to be i~ple•ented by a
labour Gevern•ent, then the ~ues- · , . .
tioR .~A~~ re1ains as t~ just how
the proble1s we have outlined here
vill be dealt with.R
1

The first requireeent, already referred to, is to establish the extent to
which the e1ployer intends to effect

changes in the work-•ethod and organisation. At Massey-Ferguson the Joint
Shop Stewards Co11ittee set up a sub·
co••ittee for the purpose of collecting and collating all available inforeation relating to changes anywhere
within the total a•bit of the co•pany's
operations. So•e exaeples are given,
illustrating the way in which an e•ployer seeks to conceal the long ter~
ails of the change. The following are
just two:
•Maasey-Ferguson has introduced
s1all electric trucks on runners
into the stores. At the present
ti•e they have an operator but
close inapection showed that the
trucks do have an autoeatic 10da.
The co~pany has also introduced
••all pallets into the stores for
the first ti•e. It is trying to
cut down all stock, divide it into
•anageable ~uantities and have it
at the right place at the right
till. The new technology subco•littee esti•ates that in the
future there will be only 3D jobs
left in the finished parts shop
now eiPloying 200 stores•en.•
The second concerns the sa•e coapany:
•The co1pany infor1ed the unions
that it was installing a ring 1ains
syate• into the f~etory to run 19
V.D.U.s into the goeds receiving,, ·
finished parts and print shop. The
naw technology aub-co••tttee discovered that the ring 1ain coat
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£350,000 and clearly had capacity
greater than for 19 V.O.U.s, On
discovering this, convenors fro•
the Major unions saw the •anagement
and were told that the installation
of 52 V.O.U,s was planned but that
it had not yet been decided just
where. Currently negotiations are
still under way."
The remainder of the book is concerned with advice on the method and means
to be adopted by C~mbine and Joint Shop
Stewards Com•ittees. Tips on the gathering and interpretation of information
about proposed or suspected changes,
signs that may be look for indicating a
deeper purpose than that expressed by
the employer, bargaining points that
could be useful in negotiations.
Two elements, essential to any good
and effective trade union organisation
are referred to, and because of their
universal i•portance, are worth quoting
hare. In order of i•portance they are,
firstly:
"At British Leyland, Longbridge,
the use of new technology on the
Mini-Metro line coincided with manage•ent's onslaught on trade union
organisation. The skilled workers
needed for the Metro plant see• to
have been hand-picked for their
lack of interest in trade unionism.
And B.L, encouraged these recruits
to elect "e•ployee repa• rather
than atewards, and to identify with
the product. There was real need
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to strengthen union organisation on
the site.
Initially the convenor and stewards from other sections of the
plant asked if there were proble•a
which were resolved. Then people
were encouraged to stand for election as atewards and were given
initially a lot of support from
other stewards and the convenor
until they felt able to deal with
the issues themselves.
The stewards spent more ti•e with
individuals, heid more mass meetings and published bulletins encouraging me1bers to think about a
wide range of iasues. These tactics aroused far more interest
than si1ply 1eetings devoted to
stewards reporting back.•
Which is, after all, what good trade
unionism practiee should be at all
ti•es. And aecondly:
"It is clear that some form of
•ulti-union co-operation is essential. While this may not mean negotiations as such, at the very .
least provisions need to be to help
avoid inter-union disputes or sellouts - which can happen without the
union realiaing it. This is par·
ticularly likely if members froM
different unions are not aware what
changes negotiated in their section
may mean ior an~ther section."

An ail ~hich aee•s far from achiev•ent despite the fact that the equip~ ·
•ent that this is all about is deatroyiag both craft and professional dist• \
inctions.
Throughout this book the subject latter is presented objectively and there
is no atte•pt to diminish the proble1s.
The advice offered is culled fro• the
experience of shop stewards who have
faced the challenge of computerised
equip1ent and the need to devise some
for• of defence. But, taking the ail
to be long term control over the introduction and use of this equip1ent,
there is a wide divergence between the
ail and reality.
This is illustrated by an exa1ple
given of eventa at lucas Aerospace,
Burnley. Appendices B and C are reproductions of agree1ents reached between
the e1ployer, the District Confederation Shop Stewards Com•ittee and the
Joint Shop Stewards Co11ittee at the
Shaft1oer lane site of that co1pany.
Without exaggeration they could be
ter.ed 11odel1 agreeMents of a kind regarded with cautious suspicion by many
experienced shop stewards.
Subaaquent to these agree1ents a dispute occurred at the Shaft1oor lane
site. Initially the co•pany refused
any extra pay•ent to workers called
upon to operate the ne~ equip1ent.
Manual and clerical workera withdrew

their labour and discussions ensued between trade union and 1anage1ent. Tha
centre of the dispute 1oved fro• the
issue of pay1ent to a de1and by the
trade unions for national negotiations
vith any settlement applying to all
sites, vhilst 1anage1ent insisted on
site negotiations.
Eventually the unions accepted that
negotiations should proceid .on a aiti
to site basis. The company then announced that it would install the new
euip1ent regardless of any negotiations.
Their atte1pts to carry out this
threat vere thwarted on the first oc1
casion by the Skilled Allied Trades and,
on the aacond, by the EETPU.
The co1pany then issued an ultilatu•
and, in response, the EETPU proposed ·
strike action providing TASS would agree to act si1ultaneously. lASS, however, would agree only to call a mass
•eating as soon as the EETPU stopped
work. The EETPU then went into negotiations with the 1anage1ent and concluded an agree~ant on terms for installing
the equip1ent.
Failure should not preclude further
atteiPtl but it demands a re-exa1ination
of the circu1stances and this include;
a realistic asseas1ent of the forces involved. For exaiPle, if the point of
issue ia a •atter of a few pounds 10re
or leas out of gross profits, that is
one thing.
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But if the issue is Gne of survival
as a viable enterprise in a rapidly
shrinking ~arket place, then it is a
very different ball-game. We must always remember that an agreement, any
agreement, is worth just the muscle
that can be put behind it, no more.
So the real question is - can we onvisage the establishment of long-term
control over the intruduction and employment of the new technology, the effect of which is to decimate the ranks
of workers engaged in manufacturing in-

dustry? What are the limits 0f trade
unionism? In particular the craft
unions will rapidly become anachronistic.

As our productive capability multiplies, the markets shrink. How long
can we continue t~ greet everything new
as 'progress'? If we are to evaluate
progress, what should we use as criteria?
These questions will be dealt with in
our next issue.
March 1983

On the Buses

It began in June last year when rumours circulated that us residents of
Garleton Road were to be serviced by a
No. 4 bus which London Transport was tu
re-route for that purpose. Initial reactions were unfavourable; the road was
unsuitable for several reasons - it
contained two scho0ls and a nursery, it
was narrow and winding, and inadequte
for the traffic already using it.
A phone call to London Transport confirmed the rumour and, after some consideration and discussion, it was felt
that the local residents should be given the opportunity to sxpress their
views. Together with a couple of
friends we decided to leaflet the road
explaining the situation and including
a short letter to the local councillors
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which, we suggested, might be detached,
signed and sent vff by the recipient of
the leaflet. We distributed 300 of
these along the road and sent one to
the local paper.
Two local councillors live in this
road; one is a bus driver and shop steward at the garage where the No. 4 is
based. Several ~ttempts to contact hi~
were unsuccessful but we managed to
contact the other councillor. She suggested to us that there was nothing to
worry about as the Council had the matter in hand.
We expressed our lack of confidence
in local Councils and our doubts as to
their intentions. We explained that
there ~ a need to involve the people

concerned and that we intended
just that.

t~ d~

There was a •easurable reaction, with
people knocking on our door expressing
concern and asking what could be done.
We explained our intention of calling a
public 11eting but, in the •eanti-a,
they should write to anyone concerned
with the reprouting and register their
opposition.
·
We then contacted the local paper and
infor.ed the~ of the develop•ents, criticizing the attitude of the local
councillors, especially the bus driver
who, dtspita our leaving our address ·
and phone nu1ber, had 1ada no atteiPt
' to get in touch. They requested a
photograph, so we got a group of the
iRterested residents together. The
phota, along with an accurate account
of events, appeared the following weakk.
The first reaction to this was a visit fro• the bus driver who was so•ewhat belligerent. Ha, like the first
councillor, did not see any causa for
involving people as the Council had the
•atter in hand. We pointed out that
this was paternalis• and that l.T.
1ight possibly be better influenced by
a sizeable nuaber of local residents
than by a handful of councillors.
The second reaetion was that Islington's Planning Dept. beat us to it and
called a public •eating tha1salves,
partly as a face-saver and secondly because they wanted to get the reins in

t~eir hands. But they aade the usual
aistake of 1aking their views known on
the leaflet, instead of SiiPlY calling
the •eating in an iiPartial way to let
the residents aake their views known.

This obviously discouraged those who
•ight ~e in favour of the re-routing
and the result was that only thirty
people and six councillors (the latter
arriving late} turned up.
Host of the availab~ti1e was taken
up by the councillors 1aking their
views known to the pe le. The chairman stated that the Council was prepared to erect barriers·and dig up the
road to stop London Transport. We residents did not react with revolutionary
fervour to that proposal since we used
the road ourselves.
The bus driver explained that, as
part of the economy drive, l.T. was to
cancel the 239 bus route. This runs
fro• Archway to Waterloo and serves
hospitals, schools and factories along
its route. But despite the loss in
wages and the propect of redundancy in
the long tera, the bus crews involved
in his garage had expressed no wish to
oppose the plan.
We suggested that we light take steps
to de1onstrate to the bus crews that
there was aoae opposition outside, but
he did not receive it with any tnthusiaa•.
The councillors also infor•ed the
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meeting that another bus, the C.11
would be re-routed to cover part of the
2)9 route, but this was considered as
totally inadequate by those present.
Some residents took the view that the
Council should be doing more for us,
but we argued that we must be prepared
to do it for ourselves. The very favourable response to this latter point
produced the suggestien that an Action
Committee should be formed to organise
future activity. The chairman offered
financial support from the Council
should it be needed.
After the meeting we questioned the
poor attendance and felt that some investigation vas called for. We vi~ited
a local school and spoke to some ~th
ers there. We quickly discovered that
they were in favour of a bus route along
Carleton Road. They saw it as a direct
link with the Nag's Head shopping area,
as well as a means of getting to the
two schools in the road.
Canvassing a Council estate produced
the same result on the issue of the No.
4, But everyone we spoke to was opposed to the removal of the No. 239.

So, whilst there was a conaiderable
divergence of opinion of the No. 4, we
had unanimity on the need to retain the
No. 2)9. At our first meeting the
Action Committee decided this provided
the most fa~ourable basis upon which to
continue the campaign. Either way we
were attacking the broad strategy of
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London Transport to reduce expenditure
at the expense of the travelling public.

Our next step was to mount a leaflet
and poster campaign covering a wider
area than before, taking in large parts
of the 239 bus route. We explained
London Transport's proposals and invited all along to a meeting to discuss
this issue. We didn 1t make the same
mistake that Islington Borough Council
had done, ·but we briefly stated that
L.T. planned to alter the route of the
No. 4 and cut out the No. 239 in September, and invited people to have their
say about this.·
There was great enthuaiasm among
Action Committee members with everyone
pulling their weight and promises to
get as much help as possible. Assistance in distribution of the leaflets
and the display of posters was overwhelming. One lady, using her OAP bus
pass, travelled up and down the 239
route giving leaflets to passengers and
talking to the bus crews. She persuaded some of the latter to p~t a poster
on their garage notice board.
Five days before the meeting we read
in the local paper that, because of
local objections, L.T. had agreed not
to route the No. 4 bus down our road,
so this .left the way clear to concentrate on saving the 23~.
We had had some difficulty finding a
venue for the public meeting and had to

Mttle for a students' residence dining
hall which VII 1 bit off the beaten
traek. NtYerthtleas, 55 people turned
up. ·Aa it vaa a dining hall the seata
were arranged for that purpose. We
simply turned the chairs round facing
one another and, with no platform to
intervene, people could address one
another.
Those who caMe were very representative; middle class, working class, young
and elderly, some had travelled in from
the neighbouring borough. Discussion
was equally wide-ranging, most contributing at least once. The decision was
unanimous - the 239 must be saved.
1n addition to writing to LT. it
was suggested that we should convene
another public meeting and invite the
District Manager along. Some doubt was
expressed aa to whether he would attend.
Alocal councillor said that, in that
event, she would make an appointment to
see him and then take us along as well.
This was agreed to with some enthusiasm. Leafleting would be on an even
wider scale, and 23 names and addresses
were volunteered .to assist in this effll't.
The time and place of the second
meeting were soon arranged. The District Manager, along with the Deputy
Area Manager, agreed to attend. We had
received some very favourable comments
on the way in which the previous Meeting
had been conducted, so we decided to do
the same again.

Local papers were informed, and the
local SDP member on the GLC asked if ·
she might be allotted time to address
the meeting. We informed her that if
she wished to attend she was welcome,
but only on the same basis as everyone
else.
On the night of the meeting .it poured
with rain. Despite this, 67 people attended. We started by explaining that
there would be no opening statements,
and so we moved straight into questions
and discussions. There ensued a very
positive and enthusiastic session. The
representatives.from London Transport
admitted that they had received 1ore
letters re the 239 than any other.
In reply to one questioner, the
District Manager said that bus services
are being cut to match the number of
crews available; an odd way of determining the frequency of service when there
are several thousand unemployed in the
vicinity.
However, it became clear that, however inadequate their performance might
be, they were there with a clear and
unalterable mandate. The 239 was to be
chopped and that was that. Their role
was one af Public Relations Officers
whose task it was to convince us that
what had to be done would hurt them more
than us.
Not that we gave up easily. A few
made last minute efforts to change the
District Manager's mind. But others
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came up to the Action Co••ittee and
asked what ve should do now.

in one locality, and them with experience of a different type of leadership.

One person described the efforts that
we had 1ade as a waste of ti•e. but
this is incorrect. At the present time
when both apathy and frustration appear
to be on the increase, it is more im-.
portant than ever to encourage people
to become actively engaged in the defence of their own interests.

Up and down the country hundreds,
perhaps thousands, of these 1insignificant1 actions are taking place. If
thev are encouraged and multiplied it
is possible that they can be developed
into a mass movement outside the control of the ~ain political parties.

The example given here did not gain
its objective but it provided us with a
better insight into the mood of people

In any case, it is 1uch better than
waiting on the sidelines for the revolution to break out.
March 1983

Comment
Since Thatcher came into offics things
have gone from bad to versa on the economic front as far as the working class
h concerned.
. Manufacturing production is now 20,t
bslow what it was before she took office; ·une~~~ployaent is well over the
four million aark and still rising;
the National Health Service has continued on the downward slope it vas on
under the previous government; the
earnings related supple•ent has been
abolished from employment and sick pay
benefits which have also been made taxable; and lava have been introduced to
penalise trade union activity and elevate anti-trade union workers to the
rank of freedom fighters.
2\

The Governaent was able to conduct a
war eight thousand miles away from home
in order to retain a colony without
•eating· serious opposition from the Opposition, and to cap it all, the Boundaries CoMmission has come forward with
proposals which, if implemented, will
on present estimates autoaatically in•
crease Tory representation in Parliaaent by about thirty seats. That it
will reduee the chances of a •ajority
labour governaent being elected in the
foreseeable future is of less iaportance than the fact that it reduces working class representation in Parliament.
The former is of immediate interest to
some; the latter is of long term concern to the class.

Deapite all this and ~ore, current
indications are that the Tories can
atill •uster a majority of voters in
the country as a whole. The •iserable
showing of the liberal/Social DeiOcratic Alliance proves that little traditional labour Party support has gravitated in that direction. It certainly
looks as though a lot of people who
previously voted labour are either voting Tory or abstaining.
To put it down to apathy is to beg
the question. Why have they beco•e apathetic and, in many cases, anti-labour?
Appeals to anti-Tory senti~ent no
longer attract votes to labour to the
~xtent that it used to. •one is as bad
as the other• is now the •ost usual
co1ment when the relative virtues of
political parties are under discuasion.
The failure of Keynesian panaceas has
led to a crisis of credibility for all
those who thought that they 10uld give
capitalis• a hu•an face. It has shown
itself in the Tory party where Butleris• has been replaced by Thatcheris•.
The effect within the Labour Party is
proving to be devastating. Callaghan
and Healey had been forced to adopt
•onetarist policiea when in office. It
had beco•e i•possible for the• to ignore the fact that continual increases
in govern•ent borrowing, far fro• solving the proble1s of the econo•y, were
actually •aking the• worse. Increased
a1ounts of ~ney had to be pu1ped into

the syste• each year in order to produce the sa1e effect on unemploy•ent
levels as the year before, but then at
the expense of an ever increasing rate
of inflation.
falling e•ploy•ent in the •anufacturing sector was concealed by a deliberate
policy of expanding e1ploy1ent in the
non-productive, and State and local
Authority sector. Services were not
iaproved, but that was considered to be
secondary to the need to keep total unemploy•ent figures down. No one •inded
very •uch as long as it did not appear
to be costing anyone any more •oney but
now that the bubble has burst, people
are being forced to recognise that .nothing is for nothing.
The question of who will pay has now
a burning issue and is giving
rise to sharpening social contradictions.
Rising rate bills are forcing people to
question local Authority expenditure.
Council jobs, for long regarded as a secure haven fro• the tur1oil and stress
of manufacturing industry are now very
vulnerable. Social Security payments,
which had come to be regarded as a godgiven right that ca•e fro• heaven and
did not have to be paid for, are now
under attack.
beco~a

Workers in nationalised industries
who have been given the i•preasion that
they had secure jobs for life have now
been forced to realise that state monopolies can be even more difficult to
deal with than private ones.
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The technological revolution which
was supposed to lead to a universal increase in highl~ paid leisure time has
resulted in a ~aat a1ount of low paid
enforced leisure ti1e for a rising percentage of the population.

wing factions issue their statements
and even occasionally get one of their
-otions accepted by National Conference,
the Parlialentary/Right-wing trade
union de facto alliance gets on with
really deciding Party policy.

The Tory party has maintained, even
regained, some credibility among its
traditional supporters because it has
ceased to flirt with reforms aimed at
making capitalism more egalitarian, and
reverted to ita pre-war role as the unashamed cha1pion of the privileged and
well-to-do.

F1ctions of any hue are tolerated
only so long as they do not threaten
that alliance which has dominated the
labour Party since its for1ation.

The labour party, whose appeal has
always rested upon its clai1 that capitalisl can be peacefully transformed
into a utopia, ia now split fro1 top to
bottom as it becomes increasingly clear
that the future holds the prospect not
of peaceful progress but of deeper class
divisions, where lines will be more
clearly drawn, thus 1aking anti-working
class compromises more easily detectable and trendy solutions less acceptable.
In short, the Labour party is on trial and in consequence it is split into
almost as many factions as there are
ideas concerning ways of meeting the
challenges that society is throwing out.
It is claimed that the multiplicity
of factions is evidence of the democratic structure of the party. In fact,
it only de•onstrates the inneffectiveness of ultra-democracy. While left-
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The Labour Party was formed for the
sole purpose of securing the election
to Parliament of people sympathetic to
the aims of the trade union movement.
In the early days both the Social Delocratic Federation and the Independent
Labour Party affiliated to it in the
hope that it would become a vehicle for
pro10ting socialism. When it became
clear that the Party was irrevocably
co11itted to pursuing only trade union,
not socialist, aims they withdrew.
In the wake of the Russian revolution
the Party inserted a clause into its
constitution which called for the public ownership of the means of production. Its sole function has been to
attract idealists into that party in
the belief that some future labour
govern1ent would implement it.
Because of that illusion several generations of political activists have
misdirected their energies into trying
to change the Labour Party instead of
getting on with the job of building a
new one.

It is undeniable that there are mar'y
well-intentioned and dedicated people
in the labour Party but the road to hell
is said to be paved with good intentions.

who advocated what we ter• ultraLeftist policies did so in the hope
that it would lead to a crackdown and
defeat, and therefore make a rapprochment between the working class and the
state more difficult.

The lifting of martial law only indicates that the authorities have, for
the time being, knocked the stuffing
out of the opposition and, to a certain
extent, isolated the leadership. The
Party and bureaucratic elite which has
e1erged as a new ruling class has
gained a breathing space during which
it must either come to terms with the
working class, or sink deeper into the
econo•ic and political mire.

Consciously or unconsciously, they
served the interests of U.S. iiPerialism in particular, and capitalis• in
general, because they wanted to destroy
the existing state rather than make it
more responsive to the needs of the
people.

In our previous issue, we took the
view that ultra-leftisa of the Solidarity leadership had made a govarn•ent
crackdown inevitable. No ruling class
is going to stand idly by while moves
are afoot to overthrow it. It had either decided or allowed itself to be
pushed into a position in which it was
sure to be defeated.
If the Polish authorities had been
unable to cope, Soviet forces would
have been used, because an anti-Soviet
govern•ent in Poland would have changed
the political and •ilitary balance in
Europe in favour of NATO, and no one in
their right mind could expect the
Warsaw Pact countries to allow that to
happen.
It is conceivable that some of these

This, of course, i1mediately raises
the question of whether it is possible
for the Polish working class to extend
its power gradually so that it will
eventually become the actual, rather
than the nominal, ruling class.
According to orthodox Marxist theory,
once the capitalist state has been overthrown, advance to the next state
{Socialis•) requires that the working
class establishes its own unique form
of state power.
Part of that process is the transfer
of large-scale industry into public ownership. That has been done in Poland
but although it is no•inally the property of the working class, it is actually under the control of the Party and
bureaucratic elite who, in theory, exercise that control on behalf of the
working class but, in practice, operate
as though it were their private property.
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As this pheno.anon has occurred in
every 'ountry in which the working
clats is supposed to be in power it
ttrengthens Hao 1 s theory that class
struggle vill re1ain the key link for a
very long ti•e, and that a whole series
of revolutions vill be necessary before
Socialis1 is secure. This i1plies that
he considered it likely that new classes whose interests run counter to
those of the working class and Socialis• vill be spontaneously created during the building of a socialist society.
One of the orthodox theories which
hat been discredited by practice is
that concerning the role of the trade unions in a workers' state. The idea
that they can be restricted to being a
mere trans•ission belt for the iiPlementation of Party policy has proved to
be woefully wrong. They 1ust be free
to elect their ovn leaders and to openly disagree vi th the Party and the
state, if necessary.
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
The Soviet Union has nov clearly gainad the political initiative in Europe
as far as the anti-nuclear 10Val8nt is
concerned. The stupidity of Raagan and
the uncoapro•iaing attitude of Thatcher
have helped ttrangthen the unilateralist ving of CND.
The fteling is gaining ground that
the NATO 11aber ttates are loath to engage in ~eaningful negotiations ai11d
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at elilinating nuclear weapons from
Europe. This ilpression is not short
of the •ark because NATO cannot contelplate a nuclear-free Europe as long as
it re11ains committed to the doctrine of
Flexible Response, whereby a successful
invasion of Western Europe by Soviet
conventional forces could, if other
•eans failed, be met by resort to nuclear weapons.
If that were to happen, the target
area would be Western Ge~any due to
the fac! that Warsaw Pact forces would
already be occupying a sizeable chunk
of it. No wonder that the anti-nuclear
move1ent is strongest in that country.
The suicidal nature of that strategy
has caused some Western •ilitary co•~entators to question whether even the
Soviet lilitary consider it to be a
credible deterrent.
Be that as it 11ay, the possibility re•ains that NATO •ay be the first to use
nuclear weapons. This is strengthened
by Reagan 11 state•ent that a nuclear
war can be li•ited to Europe, an atte1pt
to daiP dovn fears in his own country
that it would inevitably escalate and
nuclear weapons could land on the United
States.
Although CND focuses attention on midrange nualear weapons, the greatest danger arises fro• the ~tationing in Europe
of battlefield nuclear weapons. It is
those that are •ost likely to be used
first in accordance with NAT0 1 s present

strategy and once used, escalation
would be alaost inevitable.
The crucial thing, therefore, is to
de1and the withdrawal of those wea pons
as part of a caiPaign to eo1pel NATO to
abandon its present strategy in favour
of a non-nuclear one.
As far as •id-range nuclear weapons
are concerned, it is necessary to preserve a balance so that neither side
will lightly use them to stave off •ilitaty defeat. The state1ent by the
late Brezhnev that the Soviet Union
would not be the first to use nuclear
weapons should be latched by a si1ilar
state•ent fro• NATO, or at least fro•
its European 1e1bers.
Unilateral disarma•ent by either side
would increase the danger of war rather
than diminish it, for history shows
that in the vast •ajority of eases aggression only takes place when one side
is convinced (rightly or wrongly) that
it has a decisive, if teiporary, advantage over the other. It is for that
reason t~at the transition fro• a nuclear to a non-nuclear defence strategy
will have to be a phased operation.
The unilateralist stance of CND is
ai•ed at under.ining current NATO strategy by denying it back-up mid range
nuclear weapons. That is its positive
aspect. Its negative aspect is that if
it were successful, and •id-range as
well as battlefield nuclear weapons
were withdrawn fro• Europe before the

necessary conventional forces were in
position, the balance of 1ilitary forces in Europe would be tilted decisively in favour of the Warsaw Pact.
Objectively, the unilateralists caR
be reckoned as being a1ong the proSoviet political forces in Europe. The
reasons why individuals take up unilateralist positions are Manifold but two
aain reasons stand out; one is pacifisM,
the idea that it is wrong to bear arms
under any cireu•stances; the other is
that the Soviet Union is not an expansionist power but is solely concerned
with its own security and that of the
countries adjacent to H.
Pacifis• does not have deep roots
a1ong the British people, certainly not
a~ang the working class, therefore for
present purposes it can be ignored.
The aain danger arises from the belief
that Soviet intentions are entirely defensive.
Soviet foreign policy has undergone a
series of changes over the years. In
.the very early days Lenin favoured the
idea of using the Red Ar.y to give support to the revolutionary forces in
Ger.any. As the revolution receded in
Europe, and fascia• ea•e to power,
Stalin was more concerned with ensuring the security of the Soviet borders.
After the last warld war he ai1ed tu
enhance Soviet security by creating
what can only be described as a nu•ber
of buffer states in order to push back
the frontiers of i.perislis• in Europe.

'·
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In the Kruachev era there waa a tendency tovarda aoeking acco110dation
vith the U.S. for the purpo11 of agreeing GR a diviaion of the Marld iwto
their ,...,tctive apherta of influence.
BMt the U.S. rejected the idea becau11
it atlll believed that thia vas the
1A11rlcan centtrY'·
Ita defeat in Vietna• knocked that
idea on the head and 1arked the beginning of its decline. The post-Kruachev
leaderlhip, encouraged by thia, ste,ped
up ita efforta to expand Soviet influence throughout the vorld. Ita 1ethoda
of doing so are no lass brutal and ne
leas iniaical to the intereata of the
,eopla and count~ies concerned than
those of ether i1Periali111.
The u,ahot is that both auperpovera
are atill aeeking to divide the vorld
betveen the•, not in colluaion, but in
contention vith each other. Therein
liea the danger of another vorld var.
The Second and Third World countriea
are faced vith the proble• of how beat
to praYitlt either auperpover eatablilhing ita hege10ny over thea.
In this real vorld, tYery

riak of deatruction on a hitherto unknown acale. On the other hand, an expanaion of conventional forcea will add
to the repreaaive fereea of the state,
and alst increase the ability of the
ruling claas te indulge in iiPerialiat
adfenturea like the Falklanda. There
cannot be any guarantee that ar..d forell will not be uaed i.n that way, but
if deftACe la baaed on popular, rather
than profeasional, forcea that danger
il 11Jd.d•d•.

To bass defence on popular forcea requirea the adtption of a atrategy that
ia really concerned with defence rather
than thinly diaguised aggreasive forcea
awaiting an excuae to counter-attack
and engage in hot pursuit.
The advantage of adopting a purely
defenaive non-nuclear atrategy ia that
it vould net only clip the vings of the
10re varlike A~erican generala and politician• b.t, if aceoapanied by a propaganda effensive, vould help iaolate
those Soviet leadera with exPanaionist
albitio11 fro• the •aas of the Soviet
people, wht certainly do not vant war;
they auffered enough during the last
one.

e~~ntry

1Nl W te Ua OWft defences if it ia

to l¥tid being aubjMgated by one or
othar of the auperpowera. The queatton
la •t .!!l!!!!!.!!: ve ahould lte iA 1 poaition to defend our national aoveraignty
at all ti11a, bet hov beat to do it.
Reliance on nuclear weapons runs the
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Their fear tf being attacked by
Veater. iaperialista ·is justified by
hiatory. If that fear can be diapelled
they vill be leas likely to aupport the
l.,erialiat adventures of their ovn
t"uling clau.
*

*

*

*

•

•

•

Since the above was written, Soviet
spokes•en have welco~ed the idea of
withdrawing battlefield nuclear weapons
and McNa1ara, one tiMe Secretary of
State for Defence, has called upon NATO
to abandon its doctrine of flexible response. Support for those initiatives
will outflank the pacifists and introduce an element of reality into the
campaign for nuclear disarmament.
The Franks Report
The public debate that has ensued
since the publication of this report
shows quite clearly that responsibility
for the whole Falklands cock-up lies
with the House of Commons which, over a
nu.ber of years, had insisted that those
islands remain under British sovereignty. It refused to face up to the fact
that the only viable options were (and
still are) to either concede the
Argentine clai1 to sovereignty, or
make theM a Fortress.
Neither Carrington nor the Foreign
Office can be blamed for failing to
find a solution when Parliament has refused to face reality by telling the
Falklanders that their only options
were either to accept Argentine citizenship or assisted resettlement in a
country of their choice.
The result is a situation in which
Britain stands conde1ned by a large
part of the Third World. The option or
Fortress Falklands has become a reality,
a reality which everyone knows is un-

workable in the long term.
Apart from the drain on our resources, the Falklanders are having their
way of life changed by the very process
which is ostensibly designed to defend
it. Apermanent occupation force of
three servicemen to every islander is a
sure for•ula for discontent and at the
end of the day Britain will have to surrender sovereignty. Areturn to civilian government in Argentina will probably provide Britain with the opportunity to get off the hook.
The labour Party and Oefence
The showing of the Labour Party on
this subject is just as confusing as it
is on most other questions. Apart from
a few honourable exceptions the Party
did not publicly oppose the Falklands
war, neither has it rejected the
Thatcher thesis that self-determination
is the overiding consideration.
In that respect, it will be interesting to say the least, to hear what ita
attitude is on the question of Hong
Kong and the New Territories. The
Chinese Government has quite rightly
said that they are part of China and
must therefore be returned to China
in due course. The prevarication of
the British Govern1ent on the issue is
just as great as it was over the issue
of sovereignty over the Falklands.
Another similarity with the Falklands
is that that part of the population in
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the New Territories and Hong Kong whose
views count for anything with the
British Government will certainly pre•
fer to remain under British juriadiction. In the very likely event of the
Chinese Govern•ent being 11ntranaigent 1
are we to anticipate the sending of
another Task Force to uphold the
'right' of the population of those territories to self-deterMination. Ridiculous? Maybe, but Thatcher's soul-~ate
Reagan appears to be intent on keeping
Taiwan separated fro~ China.
It is extre~ely unlikely that
Thatcher will still be Prime Minister
when China decides to bring matters to
a head but she is not the only neanderthal in British politics. The Left
must begin the campaign~ for Britain
to recognise Chinese sovereignty over
those territories, and to begin negotiations in earnest ~ concerning the
way in which sovereignty will be handed
over.
Nuclear Bases
The decision of last year's Labour
Party conference to oppose the siting
of nuclear weapons in Britain while
still re~aining in NATO could, with a
little stretch of the i•agination, be
interpreted as being a conscious step
in the direction of forcing NATO to adopt a non-nuclear defence strategy. If
that is so, it should follow up with
the publication of a broad outline of
the kind of defence systeM that it has
in mind. Silence on this matter gives
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the iiPression that they have no clear
views on the subject.
John Nett, former Secretary of State
for Defence, showed himself to be ~uch
more consistent in his approach. In
contrast to the waffling on of
Callaghan, Silkin and others about the
need to maintain naval strength in surface ships, presumably to enable
Britain to play the role of world policeman, Nott was unequivocal about the
pri•acy of defending Britain. Speaking
in the debate on the White Paper on the
lessons of the Falklands campaign, he
said:
wrhe prime duty of the British
Government was to defend the people
of these islands ••••••• The defence of the U.K. base is the only
part of our conventional contribution which is relevant to every
possible defence policy option •••
••• Britain could no longer afford
to be the policeman of the world
acting in the same role as the
United States."
There appears to be a contradiction
between the views expressed by Nott and
the moves to make the Falklands a
British base in the South Atlantic. If
that is the case, the labour Party
should be opposing the latter development and concentrating on the defence
Qf Britain and, by implication, that
of Western Europe.
The pacifist element in the Party is

doing ita da•ndlst to play on the very
natural fears of the people concerning
the consequences of nuclear war, but is
ignoring both the need in the present
state of the world for each country to
r.ater for ita own defence and the need
to prevent i1periali11 fro• i~poaing
ita will on Third World countries.
The antica of ao•e labour controlled
local Authorities are reducing the
whole queation of war and peace to the
level of a farce. One exa~ple is the
decision of the GlC to declare London
a nuclear-free zone. Enthusiasm for
the idea is li•ited to a very ••all
circle of coltdtted pacifiata. Moat
people are un10ved, even though they
a~e just as concerned about avoiding
war as are the pacifiata.
People have aufficient co•.an sense
to know that the abaence of we1pon
sitea 11 no guara"tee agai"at attack;
Coventry. Rotterda• and Dresden prove
that. In any case the Authoritiea concerned have no power to deter.ine where
nuclear weapon installations shall be,
apart fro• the fact that no Govern•ent
would conte~plate siting the• in highly
populated areaa.
To •ake any zone nuclear-free would
require that every potential aggressor
would have to give cast-iron guarantees
(if there is such a thing) that no nuclear weapons would be targeted on th
zone.
While the whole thing •ay give paci-

fists a nice warm feeling that they are
doing so1ething for the hu1an race, the
whole thing is, at beat, a sick joke.
At werst, it is deception.
Thinga are far too serious to be left
in the hands of either war•ongera of
pacifists. It is high ti•e that an alternative was presented. But where is
the political party that can do it?
The Water Workers
Oh, what a surprise for the duchess!
She, like •any others, thought the danger was over when the miners accepted
the Coal Board's offer.· To suffer defeat at the hands of the water workers,
one of the •ost docile sections of manual workers in Britain, aust be a bitter pill for her to swallow. No .wonder
that she was driven to attack the settle .. nt as being too high.
Although it was probably tactically
correct for the negotiators to reco•~end acceptance, it needs to be borne
in •ind that the 12% increase is on
average earning levels, not on basic
ratea. Nevertheless, it was a significant victory which will give heart to
the gas and electricity workers who are
next in the firing line.
Workers in the public utilities are,
at the present ti•e, in the •ost fa.
vourable position for challenging
Govern•ent wages policy. Those eiployed in the •anufaeturing, and oil and
coal industries have leas •uscle be-
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cause their products can be stockpiled,
can be substituted by i~orta, and are
more subject to considerations of profitability.
Water supply and sew age disposal are
continuous processes which cannot be
interrupted for long without disastrous
consequences ensuing to the co~munity
at large.

The gas and electricity workers are
in an even stronger position in some
reapects. Although the effect of a
withdrawal of labour does not so directly affect public health, ita effect on
industry can be al~ost i11ediate.
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